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Abstract

Background: Detection of the value of DCE (dynamic contrast enhanced) MRI and DWI (diffusion-weighted
imaging) in follow-up of treatment response for HCC (hepatocellular carcinoma) lesions post TACE (trans-arterial
chemo-embolization) through LI-RADS v2018 algorithmic approach.

Results: A prospective study was performed on 30 patients with 41 treated hepatic focal lesions. The patients
underwent DCE MRI with DWI in less than 1-month duration following TACE procedure and were radiologically
assessed to observe tumoral post treatment response; then, another follow-up after another 3 months later was
done for non-viable, equivocal, and non-evaluable post treatment response categories. Statistical analysis showed
that DCE MRI had 100% level of sensitivity, specificity of 95.24%, PPV of 95.00%, and NPV of 100% with an overall
agreement of 97.50%. While on the other hand, statistics showed that DWI has 52.63% level of sensitivity, specificity
of 90.48%, PPV of 83.33%, PPV of 67.86%, and NPV of 72.50%.
The difference between non-viable and viable groups’ ADC variables was found statistically significant at P value <
0.001, and best cut off value that augments sensitivity and specificity is 1.35. At this ADC value, sensitivity reaches
78.9% and specificity is 85.7%.

Conclusions: Our study showed that DCE MRI has 100% level of sensitivity via application of LI-RADS v2018
diagnostic algorithmic approach while DWI alone has 52.63% level of sensitivity, yet it can enhance the diagnostic
confidence of DCE MRI for post treatment response viability detection.
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Background
Hepatocellular carcinoma was found to be the 4th lead-
ing cause of cancer-related deaths during 2018 and being
also considered worldwide as the 6th most common ma-
lignancy [1]. In oncology, due to the difficultness and ac-
curacy of liver biopsy (up to 40% false-negative results in
lesions ≤ 2 cm), non-invasive diagnosis can be achieved
with imaging in high-risk populations [2].
DCE MRI is a well-established liver imaging modality

via providing accurate qualitative and quantitative data
through its multi-parametric capabilities [3].
Guided by the Barcelona Clinic Liver Cancer (BCLC)

classification system, trans-arterial chemoembolization

(TACE) is the first line of treatment for HCC patients
with intermediate stage and those with sizable or multi-
centric HCC [4]. Follow-up for the effectiveness of
TACE with imaging is essential in evaluating the out-
come of TACE and the next future step along the treat-
ment plan of the patient [5].
It is often hard to assess enhancement of contrast in a

treated lesion with partial retention of lipidol droplets
through CT studies, due to the inevitable beam harden-
ing imaging artifacts of lipidol droplets. On the other
hand, it was found that MRI signals are not degraded by
lipidol droplets; therefore, a residual/newly developed le-
sion is better detected by DCE MRI. In this manner,
DCE MRI study for the hepatic lesions is viewed now as
the chosen radiological modality [5].
Liver Imaging Reporting and Data Systems (LI-RADS)

started introducing the concept of LR-treated in v2014;
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then, another new treatment response algorithm was
made and published in the 2017 update for radiologists’
assistance in different imaging modality interpretation
for HCC following loco-regional therapy. In addition to
offering imaging criteria for viable and nonviable treated
HCC lesions, new categories of non-evaluable lesions as
well as lesions with equivocal tumoral viability were in-
troduced through application of major and other ancil-
lary imaging features [6].
Following trans-catheter therapies (TACE, DEB-

TACE, or TAE), different forms of post treatment pat-
terns of response emerged. In general, in the LR-TR vi-
able post treatment category response for TACE
treatment, dynamic MRI shows APHE in the form of ei-
ther nodular thick or mass-like area following contrast
administration which may be mixed within necrotic re-
gions. The peri-lesional enhancement detected through
dynamic MRI is not pathognomonic for the recurrent le-
sions [7], but also can occur in non-viable conditions
due to adjacent inflammatory infiltrate or other non-
tumoral arterio-portal shunts as in the case of direct
arterio-portal fistula or reduced portal venous flow
caused by iatrogenic induced portal tract injuries in the
vicinity of the TACE procedure and by later time it re-
solves [8].
DWI can give data about tumor viability degree. Non-

viable treated hepatic lesions show less hyper-intense
signals in DWI with corresponding increase in ADC
mapping series values as a result of cell membrane dam-
age. On the other hand, viable treated hepatic focal le-
sions still show diffusion restriction and relatively low
ADC values. ADC mapping series give idea about intra-
and extracellular water molecule movement in biological
tissue and hence gives data about the tumoral micro-
environment [7].
Diffusion-weighted imaging has a great value in detec-

tion of areas with tumoral viability tumor; however, it
does not replace identification of characteristic enhance-
ment patterns of tumoral viability through dynamic
study that is why it is currently not included in the LI-
RADS v2018 treatment response algorithm as a major
feature [9].

Methods
Study population
Inclusion criteria

� A prospective study performed on patients who
underwent TACE referred from the Tropical and
Gastroenterology Departments to Radio-diagnosis
Department. All patients had cirrhotic liver due to
chronic viral hepatitis. All patients signed written
consents. The study is IBR (institutional board re-
view) approved.

Exclusion criteria

� Systemic chemotherapy treatment for HCC
� Other liver mass lesions other than hepatocellular

carcinoma
� MRI contraindications, e.g., claustrophobia and

cardiac pacemakers
� Contraindications to administration of contrast

media

Methods
All cases had been subjected to the following:
� Full clinical assessment
� Revision of the patient’s renal function investigations

including blood urea and serum creatinine tests
� Revision of the prior radiological investigations for

the patients

All patients come in for follow-up by DCE MRI with
diffusion-weighted images in less than 1-month duration
following TACE procedure to observe tumoral post
treatment response to TACE; then, another follow-up
after another 3 months later was done for non-viable,
equivocal, and non-evaluable post treatment response
categories. While For LR-TR viable lesions, diagnosis
was made depending on the 1-month/3-month follow-
up MRI findings of major and ancillary feathers or sus-
tained radio-dense iodized oil droplets accumulations in
the hyper-vascular lesion/area on the session of hepatic
arteriography with next TACE.

Equipment
DCE MRI with DWI was performed using GE 3 Tesla
MRI scanner (Discovery 750).

Techniques

� Examination included pre-contrast axial and coronal
T1-weighted out-of-phase (OP) and in-phase (IP)
imaging and T2 in addition to axial SPIR-weighted
images followed by diffusion MRI then DCE MRI
images were obtained following bolus injection of
0.1 mmol/kg body weight of gadolinium-DTPA at
injection rate of 2 ml/s; then, flushing with 20 ml of
sterile saline solution was done through the ante-
cubital vein with a power injector.

� Diffusion imaging was obtained prior to (DCE)-MRI
using respiratory gated fat-suppressed single-shot
spin-echo echo-planar sequence. It was performed
by applying different b values of 20, 500, and 800 s/
mm2.

� DCE MRI was obtained using axial T1-weighted
FSPGR LAVA (liver acquisition with volume accel-
eration) contrast-enhanced imaging that was
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performed in triphasic manner; DCE MRI series in-
cluded one pre contrast series then four successive
post contrast series consisting of early arterial, pre-
dominant arterial (or late arterial) phase, portal
phase, and a delayed (equilibrium) phase with 17–
20-s intervals (15–17 s for image acquisition with
breath-holding technique and 2–3 s for re-
breathing) followed by 3–4-min delayed phase im-
aging. Imaging of all patients was in end of expir-
ation to diminish the risk of image misregistration

Dynamic analysis

� Size (longest axial dimension through post contrast
enhancing area of treated lesion, not traversing non-
enhancing area) of the lesion and its border.

� The signal pattern in T1 and T2 as well as fat
saturated sequences.

� Enhancement pattern through the DCE MRI and
subtracted images where APHE is considered when
there is arterial hyper-vascularity (definitely greater
than that of background liver) and/or subsequent
contrast washout appearance (relative hypo-intensity
of the treated lesion in comparison to background
liver parenchyma) on the following phases; those
were regarded as major features suggestive of LR-TR
viable HCC treated lesions depending on the 1-
month/3-month follow-up MRI findings of major
and ancillary feathers or sustained radio-dense io-
dized oil droplets accumulations in the hyper-
vascular lesion/area on the session of hepatic arteri-
ography with next TACE. On the other hand, LR-
TR non-viable post treatment response category was
considered when absence of treated lesion enhance-
ment or expected treatment-specific enhancement
like thin smooth marginal enhancement or an ill-
defined geographic regional enhancement along the
vicinity of the treated tumor which may be valued as
a transient post-procedural perfusion alteration on
dynamic images. Yet there is still a fact that radio-
logic signs of treated lesion non-viability are not
equivalent with pathologic complete ablation re-
sponse, because imaging modalities are not sensitive
to small residual tumor foci.

Diffusion sequence interpretation

� Signal intensity on DWI and ADC mapping series
with ADC values calculation using a commercially
windows workstation (GE) were categorized
according to three scales grading:
1. Any treated hepatic lesion was categorized as

restricted if it showed frank obvious higher
signals than background hepatic parenchyma on

DWI and/or frank obvious hypo-intense signals
than background the liver in ADC.

2. Uncertainty is considered if faint sustained
hyper-intensity is noticed on DWI and no corre-
sponding hypo-intensity on ADC maps.

3. Finally, facilitated diffusion is considered if
treated lesion showed iso-intense signals in DWI
and ADC series or if it lost its pre-procedural re-
striction or showing T2 shine-through effect.

� ADC value for each treated hepatic lesion was
recorded.

� The standard of reference in our study, surgery was
not the suitable choice for treatment of our cases,
and hence, it was hard to obtain histopathology
report for any of the patients in addition to biopsy
sampling errors existence owing to technical
difficulties, so we depended on the LI-RADS v2018
major and ancillary features were used to evaluate
post TACE treatment response. So, our standard of
reference was:

� LR-TR viable category (residual/ recurrent HCC)
(Figs. 1 and 4): For treated lesions with non-rim per-
ipheral APHE and/or delayed washout in DCE MRI
follow-up imaging or sustained lipidol droplets accu-
mulation in the hyper-vascular treated lesion on the
hepatic arteriography with another TACE procedure

� LR-TR non-viable (resolved lesions) (Figs. 2 and 3):
Treated hepatic lesions with no pathological arterial
enhancement or with TACE-specific expected
enhancement

� LR-TR non-evaluable category: For cases with image
degradation due to motion artifacts

� LR-TR equivocal: Atypical enhancement not
expected for treatment-specific expected post con-
trast enhancement pattern and also not meeting cri-
teria for viability

� Diffusion restriction was also treated as a sign of
residual/recurrence detection and promotes reader
confidence hand in hand with positive dynamic
imaging findings (Fig. 4).

Statistical analysis

� Data were coded and entered using the statistical
package SPSS (Statistical Package for the Social
Sciences) version 25 and were summarized using
mean, standard deviation, median, minimum and
maximum in quantitative data, and frequency
(count) and relative frequency (percentage) for
categorical data. Standard diagnostic indices
including sensitivity, specificity, positive predictive
value (PPV), negative predictive value (NPV), and
diagnostic efficacy were calculated [10].
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� ROC curve was built with area under the curve
analysis obtained to detect best cutoff value of ADC
measurement for detection of viability.

� Comparisons between quantitative variables were
done using the non-parametric Mann-Whitney test
[11]. For comparing categorical data, chi-square (χ2)
test was performed.

� Exact test was used instead when the expected
frequency is less than 5 [12]. P value less than 0.05
was considered as statistically significant.

Results
This study was prospectively carried on 30 patients (2 fe-
males and 28 males) with 41 treated lesions; the mean
age for all patients was 62.63 years (age range, 49–72
years) as shown in Table 1.

Nineteen from the 40 HCC treated lesions showed
radiological features suggestive of LR-TR viable post
treatment response while on the other hand 21 treated
lesions were considered as LR-TR non-viable due to
proper tumoral embolization. Our study included one
case categorized as non-evaluable due to image motion
artifacts, and on follow-up, it turns up to be viable lesion
as shown in Fig. 5.
Non-viable treated hepatic lesions’ size ranged from 1

to 4.5 cm, and viable treated lesions’ size ranged between
1.2 and 7.3 cm in maximum diameter.
The mean and standard deviation of LR-TR viable and

LR-TR non-viable groups are illustrated in Table 2.
Among 40 treated lesions in our study, 45% of lesions

showed heterogeneous T2 signal intensity and 61% of
the treated hepatic lesions showed heterogeneous T1
signal intensity making the evaluation of HCC post

Fig. 1 A 66-year-old male patient having HCC underwent TACE ablation for one focal lesion involving right hepatic lobe segment VIII. a Pre-TACE
CT-scan in the arterial phase showing intense enhancement. b Wash-out in delayed phase. c Follow-up with CT-scan showing no definite
enhancement in the arterial phase. d No definite wash-out in delayed phase. e Yet the patient had high AFP level, so DCE MRI was done
showing bright signals in T2. f Relative hypo-intense signals in T1 WIs. g Restricted diffusion in DWI at 800 b value. h Corresponding dark signals
in ADC mapping series. i ADC value = 0.91 × 10−3 s/mm2. j Iso-intense signals in pre-contrast phase of LAVA. k Arterial enhancement in late
arterial phase. l Wash out of the contrast in the porto-venous. m Delayed phase. n Being confirmed in subtraction images throughout arterial, o
porto-venous, and p delayed phases. Final diagnosis: LR-TR viable 2.9 mm, (pretreatment, LR-5, 28 mm)
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TACE response depending on pre-contrast sequences
signal intensity a matter of disagreement.
Table 3 shows how the lack of APHE represents good

post TACE response in 95.2% of LR-TR non-viable cat-
egory (i.e., true negative) in DCE MRI study, while
APHE with/or delayed washout represents tumoral via-
bility in 100% of the LR-TR viable category (i.e., true
positive) in DCE MRI study. We had no false-negative
results among LR-TR viable category.

Table 4 shows how facilitated lesions on DWI repre-
sent excellent therapeutic response of 90.48% of LR-TR
non-viable lesions (i.e., true negative), while around
47.4% of the LR-TR viable lesions lack diffusion restric-
tion (i.e., false negative) (Fig. 6). On the other hand,
52.6% of the LR-TR viable lesions showed restricted dif-
fusion (i.e., true positive), while around 9.52% of the LR-
TR non-viable lesions showed restricted diffusion (i.e.,
false positive).

Fig. 2 1st follow-up after 1 month for a 69-year-old male patient having HCC underwent TACE ablation for one focal lesion involving right
hepatic lobe segment V. a Heterogeneous signals (predominantly bright) in T2 WIs. b Heterogeneous signals (predominantly iso-intense with
hyper-intense and hypo-intense foci) in T1 WIs. c Restricted diffusion in DWI at 800 b value. d Corresponding dark signals in ADC mapping series.
e ADC value = 1.07 × 10−3 s/mm2. f Arterial, g porto-venous, and h delayed phases. Small area of progressive enhancement along the postero-
medial portion of the hepatic observation representing granulation tissue (expected post TACE response). Final diagnosis: LR-TR non-Viable

Fig. 3 2nd follow-up after 3 months for a 69-year-old male patient having HCC underwent TACE ablation for one focal lesion involving right
hepatic lobe segment V. a Heterogeneous signals (predominantly bright) in T2 WIs. b Restricted diffusion in DWI at 800 b value. c Corresponding
dark signals in ADC mapping series. d ADC value = 1.36 × 10−3 s/mm2 increased ADC value in comparison to the 1st follow-up. e Late arterial, f
porto-venous, and g delayed phases. h Late arterial subtraction images. Small area of progressive enhancement along the posterior portion of
the hepatic observation representing granulation tissue (expected post TACE response). Final diagnosis: LR-TR non-viable
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Statistical analysis showed that DCE MRI had 100%
level of sensitivity, specificity of 95.24%, PPV of
95.00%, and NPV of 100% with an overall agreement
of 97.50%. While on the other hand, DWI has 52.63%
level of sensitivity, specificity of 90.48%, PPV of
83.33%, PPV of 67.86%, and NPV of 72.50%.
The difference between the LR-TR viable post

TACE response and LR-TR non-viable groups ADC
values was statistically significant with a P value of <
0.001.

The ROC curve obtained by plot at different cut off
values is shown in Fig. 7. The best cutoff value that max-
imizes sensitivity and specificity is 1.35. At this ADC
value, the sensitivity is 78.9% and specificity is 85.7%. A
statistical software showed that the area under the curve
is C = 0.861 with SE = 0.064 and 95% CI from 0.735 to
0.987.
According to Table 5, DCE MRI had a sensitivity value

of 100%, and a specificity of ROC curve showed that
ADC variable is a good indicator to differentiate tumoral

Fig. 4 1st follow-up DCE MRI with DWI after 1 month for a 55-year-old male patient with chronic viral hepatitis C diagnosed as HCC involving
right hepatic lobe segment VI underwent TACE ablation with still elevated AFP level. a Treated lesion showed faint high in T1 WIs. b Faint high
signals T2 WIs. c Faint high signals STIR WIs. d Facilitated diffusion in DWI at 800 b value. e Corresponding bright signals in ADC mapping series. f
ADC value = 1.60 × 10− 3 s/mm2. g Faint high signal in pre-contrast LAVA sequence. h Non-rim APHE is seen in late arterial phase. i Porto-venous
phase showing faint wash-out. j Faint wash-out in delayed phase. k Non-rim APHE is confirmed in late arterial phase with subtraction. l Faint
wash-out is confirmed in delayed phase with subtraction. Final diagnosis: LR-TR viable 27 mm

Table 1 The demographic data of 40 treated observations

LR-TR viable LR-TR non-viable

Mean SD Median Minimum Maximum Mean SD Median Minimum Maximum

Age 62.05 4.67 63.00 53.00 70.00 63.24 6.30 65.00 49.00 72.00
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viability for HCC from perilesional pseudo- or non-
viable treated lesions.

Discussion
We carried out our study for assessment of the value of
DCE MRI and DWI in evaluation of post treatment re-
sponse for TACE as a treatment option for HCC via LI-
RADS v2018 diagnostic algorithmic approach (Table 6).
DCE MRI examination has a crucial role in assessment

of HCC viability following TACE via bypassing the inter-
ference of accumulated iodized oil as non-contrast con-
ventional MRI sequences show morphological and fluid
content changes as well as fibrosis, while dynamic study
clearly show the perfusional criteria of treated lesion [5].
Ebeed et al. [5] and Afifi et al. [13] showed that treated

lesions exhibit hyperintensity on conventional T1 WIs
and hypo-intensity on conventional T2-WIs images with
T2 hyperintensity in cases of viability. Hyper-intense sig-
nals on T2 WIs not only represent tumoral viability but
also could be seen in case of lesional hemorrhage, in-
flammation, or cystic necrosis [5, 13]. Among our 41
post TACE hepatic lesions included in our study, about
61% of lesions demonstrate heterogenous signals in T1
WIs and 46% in T2 WIs that make a conflict issue dur-
ing evaluation of post treatment response after TACE
depending on conventional MRI signal intensity on non-
contrast basis only.
Through our study, we had higher sensitivity for DCE

MRI compared to other researches done by Ebeed et al.
[5], Osama et al. [14], Yu et al. [15], and Goshima et al.
[16]; this occurs because in all other researches,

inappropriate breath holding led to motion artifacts with
subsequent false-negative interpretation by the viewer;
however, in our study, we had one case that was catego-
rized as LR-TR non-evaluable and follow-up showed
that it is viable; therefore, there are no definite false-
negative cases in our study [5, 14–16]. We also had one
false-positive case due to misinterpretation of a peri-
lesional arterioportal enhancement.
Afifi et al. [13] stated that the increase in false-positive

findings originated from perilesional parenchymal insults
that showed sustaining hyperintensity on DWI with in-
creasing b factors. They demonstrated that hypercellu-
larity intermingled with a fibrotic component in the
inflammatory granulation tissue could restrict water dif-
fusion [13].
In the experiences of Ebeed et al. [5] and Osama et al.

[14], liquefactive breaking down and intra-lesional ne-
crosis are recognized to be the reason of hyper-intensity
in DWI images of post therapeutic breaking down of vi-
able lesions [5, 14].
In our study, two false-positive lesions out of 40 le-

sions were misdiagnosed on diffusion-weighted imaging.
We considered that false-positive findings in our study is
likely originating from post treatment hemorrhage or li-
quefactive tumoral necrosis that causes lack of diffusion
facilitation.
Tantawy and Mohamed [17] demonstrated the differ-

ence in ADC values in HCC lesions in studies done be-
fore and following TACE application. The mean ADC
for the lesions before TACE was 1.27 ± 0.25 × 10−3 s/
mm2 and increased following treatment in responding
lesions to reach 1.57 ± 0.22 × 10−3 s/mm2 with a statisti-
cally significant difference (P = 0.002) [17].
In our study, the difference between ADC variables be-

tween the viable and non-viable groups was statistically
significant with P value < 0.001. The best cutoff that sen-
sitivity and specificity values are maximized at is 1.35. At

Fig. 5 Distribution of observations into LR-TR viable, LR-TR non-
viable, and LR-TR non-evaluable groups

Table 2 Diameter in cm (40 treated observations)

LR-TR viable LR-TR non-viable

Mean SD Median Minimum Maximum Mean SD Median Minimum Maximum

Size in cm 3.74 1.42 4.00 1.20 7.30 2.56 1.03 2.40 1.00 4.50

Table 3 Correlating DCE MRI results to the final diagnosis in the
studied group

LR-TR viable LR-TR nonviable Total

Number % Number % %

Dynamic results TP 19 100 – – 19 47.5

FN 0 0 – – 0 0

FP – – 1 4.7 1 2.5

TN – – 20 95.3 20 50

Total 19 100.0 21 100.0 40 100
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this ADC value, the sensitivity is 78% and specificity is
85%. We found from the ROC that ADC variable is a
good indicator to differentiate tumoral viability of HCC
from expected post treatment findings seen in non-
viable lesions.
Studies done by Ebeed et al. [5], Tantawy and Mohamed

[17], proved that ADC mapping series values increased
in non-viable lesions after TACE than in viable lesions
[5, 17].
Realistically speaking, to demonstrate post TACE re-

sponse whether viable or not is more important than
measuring ADC value before and following TACE. In
the experience of Yu et al. [15], ADC value was used to
depict the peripheral tumoral recurrence for HCC from
pseudo- or benign expected peri-lesional findings. His
study demonstrate results that were not with statistically
significant differences; ADC values differed broadly for
the non-viable lesions and deeply overlapped with the
residual tumoral lesions, and thus, establishing cutoff
points was impossible [15].

Our results are equivalent with those of Ebeed et al.
[5], Osama et al. [14], and Goshima et al .[16] showing
that DCE MRI is to be predominant to DWI in assessing
post TACE treatment response and DWI is not continu-
ously a solid indicator of HCC post treatment viability in
comparison to DCE MRI [5, 14, 16]. As in our study,
DCE MRI had a sensitivity of 100%, a specificity of
95.25%, a positive predictive value of 95%, a negative
predictive value of 100%, and overall agreement of 97.5%
while DWI statistics values are 52.63%, 90.48%, 83.33%,
67.86%, and 72.5% respectively.
Yousef et al. [18] and our study agreed that DWI has

some privileges in comparison to dynamic MRI study.
For instance, contrast agent administration is contra-
indicated, and for a relatively shorter time examination.
Also, it is simple to repeat the technique, allowing close
follow-up throughout and following treatment. Further-
more, less time is consumed in post-processing for DWI
images in comparison to DCE MR imaging. Finally,
DWI is beneficial in cases of in-homogeneity that may

Table 4 Correlating diffusion MRI results to the final diagnosis in the studied group

LR-TR viable LR-TR nonviable Total

Number % Number % %

Diffusion MRI (uncertainty) as a positive interpretation TP 9 52.6 – – 9 22.5

FN 10 47.4 – – 10 25

FP – – 2 9.5 2 5

TN – – 19 90.5 19 47.5

Total 19 100.0 21 100.0 40 100.0

Fig. 6 Different indices of the DCE MRI and DWI
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occur within tumors, where it permits easy evaluation of
the whole tumor [18].
In our study, we concluded that diffusion-weighted

imaging is of great value in case of contra-indication
to contrast administration. However, it cannot com-
pletely substitute for DCE MRI study assessment, and
interpretation should always be made in conjunction
with conventional sequences and dynamic study to
avoid errors.
We faced in our study few limitations. As for example,

obtaining proven histopathology reports in patients who
carried out TACE was difficult because our patients were
not proper candidates for lesion resection or liver
transplantation.
Another limitation in our study was the relatively

small-sized sample diminishing the statistical analysis
power. Small-sized sample could be attributed to the

strict inclusion and exclusion criteria carried out for this
research.
Also, we faced in DWI few technical difficulties in few

treated lesions located along the upper portions of su-
perior hepatic segments close to the diaphragmatic cop-
ula which are very sensitive to respiratory motion as well
as pulsatile artifacts arising from the heart leading to
relatively poor signal-to-noise ratio as well as degrad-
ation in spatial resolution. And during measuring ADC
mapping values, we faced partial volume averaging ef-
fects and inevitable image noise leading to calculation
errors. We tried to overcome these difficulties by placing
the smallest possible ROI and having multiple measure-
ments. So, we recommend more future studies with
powerful magnetic gradient systems and new technical
improvements to upgrade the sensitivity of DWI as well
as image quality.

Table 5 Roc curve analysis revealed that ADC value was a significant discriminant factor in predicting non-viable from viable treat
lesions groups (p value < 0.001) with AUC 0.861 and 95% confidence interval (0.735–0.987)

Area SE P value 95% confidence interval Cutoff Sensitivity Specificity PPV NPV Overall
accuracyLower bound Upper bound

0.861 0.064 < 0.001 0.735 0.987 1.35 78.9 85.7 83.33 81.82 82.50

Fig. 7 Results of receiver operating curves for ADC values in distinguishing non-viable and viable treat lesions groups
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As a result, dynamic MRI with subtracted images
should be used together with DWI for optimum image
interpretation in assessment of HCC viability post
TACE.
Our study supports the follow-up post treatment algo-

rithm suggested by LI-RADS v2018 to rule out false-
negative results caused by motion artifacts.

Conclusions
Our study showed that DCE MRI has 100% level of sen-
sitivity via application of LI-RADS v2018 diagnostic al-
gorithmic approach while DWI alone has 52.63% level of
sensitivity, yet it can enhance the diagnostic confidence
of DCE MRI for post treatment response viability
detection.
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